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VICE-CHANCELLOR’S ADDRESS AT MATRICULATION: 

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13, 2012 

 

SALUTATION 

Chairman and Members of the University Council; 

Pro-Vice Chancellors; 

Registrar; 

Provosts, Deans and Directors; 

Heads of Halls and Departments; 

Senior Tutors; 

Members of Convocation; 

Freshmen and Women; 

Parents and Guardians; 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

 

INTRODUCTION 

On behalf of the University of Ghana, it is my pleasure to welcome you all to 

this year‟s matriculation ceremony, as we begin yet another academic year. For 

all universities throughout the world, matriculation marks a special milestone as 

new faces and new blood are injected into the University. Matriculation at 

Legon provides an opportunity for freshmen and women who have  gained 

admission into various programmes to be officially inducted as Junior Members 

into this academically stimulating and socially exciting community. Welcome to 

the premier university of Ghana. The ceremony is also significant for the fact 

that it provides the opportunity for you, young men and women, to pledge your 

allegiance to the authority of the University through the administration of the 

Matriculation Oath, and you will in due course, be expected to sign a bond of 

good behaviour and accept the authority of all those in whom authority has been 

vested in this University. You will also, by the same token, be expected to 
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contribute your quota to enhancing the University‟s image, wherever you find 

yourself and ensuring that you do not bring the name of the University into 

disrepute. 

 

Your presence here this morning is a clear indication that you believe in the 

system of higher education that the University of Ghana has to offer and you are 

ready to dive into the deep, for an exciting and exhilarating academic adventure 

here at this University. Let me now talk briefly about various developments at 

the University that might interest you. 

 

ADMISSIONS 

 

The admissions process for the 2012/2013 academic year has just been 

completed. And indeed that is why we are here today. Once again, it was made 

possible for students completing their WASSCE in May/June to enter the 

University in the same year of writing their examinations. In doing the 

admissions, Management‟s policy was to ensure that for regular students, the 

University admitted only as many students as it could provide residential 

facilities for. Other programmes to which the University admitted students were 

the Accra City Campus programme and the Distance Education programme.  

Both the Accra City Campus and the Distance Education programmes are non-

residential.  

 

For the 2012/2013 academic year, the University received 31,813 undergraduate 

applications and 4,480 postgraduate applications. We were, however, able to 

admit a total of 17, 819 applicants, made up of 15,272 undergraduate and 2,547 

graduate students. The breakdown is as follows for undergraduate programmes: 
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Programme Number 

Humanities 12,586 

Sciences   2,686 

Total 15, 272 

 

Distribution by gender is as follows: 

Gender Number 

Undergraduates – Male   8,877 

                          –Female   6,395 

Sub-total 15, 272 

Postgraduates – Male    1,582 

                        –Female       965 

Sub-total 17,819 

 

This year‟s admission process has been the most competitive as far as I can 

remember. Due to inadequate facilities and limited human resources, we were 

obliged to turn down many otherwise qualified applicants. There were indeed 

many eligible candidates that we could not offer admission for many different 

reasons. When students have excellent grades but cannot gain admission to 

university, it should be a matter of great concern to society. I have been 

personally pained by the large number of students with excellent grades that we 

could not admit into any programmes. While I plan to work with other Vice 

Chancellors in Ghana to find some solutions to the problems associated with 

this situation, it is clearly a challenge that should attract significant national 

attention, especially from the Ministry of Education, the Ghana Education 

Service, the West African Examinations Council as well as the leadership of 

schools in Ghana. 
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International Students  

 

The University of Ghana continues to attach great importance to the cross-

cultural experience that is made possible by the presence of international 

students on our campus, For the 2012/2013 academic year, 456 students of 

various nationalities were admitted into our programmes as regular, as well as 

special admission students. These students come mainly from the sub-region as 

well as students on exchange programmes from our partner institutions in the 

United States of America, Canada and Asia. 

 

ACCOMMODATION 

 

Over the past few years, the University has tried to find a solution to the severe 

accommodation problems it has had for many years. This has been done by 

constructing new facilities, which have made it possible to decongest the 

traditional halls of residence. Even though paying for these facilities remains a 

significant challenge for both this University and the Government, we are 

hopeful that a solution would be found to the problem soon. Management 

invested so much in providing accommodation and improving the living 

conditions in the various halls of residence by rehabilitating the halls, improving 

water supply, providing WIFI internet services, and providing adequate 

security, among several other initiatives. 

 

In return for making these provisions, the University demands that students look 

after these facilities and make good use of them in a manner that will preserve 

them for future cohorts of students, who may include your relations. It is 

important to remember that the financial resources required to provide them are 

extremely difficult to come by, and the institution may therefore not be able to 

replace them if they are destroyed.  In order to discourage negligence and wilful 
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destruction of University property, we have decided to debit directly each 

student found culpable in the destruction of any such property with the full cost 

of replacing it. What this means is that if toilet bowls are broken or choked as a 

result of improper use, the offending student will find that his/her student 

account is debited with the full cost of replacement, non-payment of which will 

result in non-registration. 

 

We are fully aware that following the recent admissions, a number of students 

admitted into the distance education programme and also the City Campus have 

arranged to take residence in the facilities reserved for regular residential 

students. I would like to make it clear that this is not acceptable and 

Management sees it as an attempt to take the University backwards. I would like 

to remind all students that the policy to dismiss students who are found 

„perching‟ in halls is still in force. I have directed the Internal Audit Directorate 

to ascertain the status of all students who occupy rooms in this University. All 

those who are found to be in breach of the rules against perching will be 

sanctioned, and this applies to both the “percher” and the “perchees”. 

 

AFFILIATE INSTITUTIONS 

 

Let me also mention how the University of Ghana engages with its affiliate 

institutions. As the oldest or premier university in Ghana we have a 

responsibility to set the pace for higher education in the country. We owe it to 

the community to set standards that can be emulated by all for the benefit of 

socio-economic development in Ghana. It is for this reason that 22 private 

universities are affiliated with us. We are obligated to support them in any way 

possible for them to achieve their mandates, and we will continue to that. As we 

strive to support them, we expect them to work to reciprocate that gesture by 

maintaining the standards that we set for them. In this respect the University of 
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Ghana will not be conferring degrees on students from any of our affiliate 

institutions if such students are deemed to have not met the entry requirements 

that the University of Ghana has agreed with the affiliate institutions, subject to 

the guidelines from the National Accreditation Board. 

  

SOME NEW INITIATIVES 

 

At this point, I would like to highlight some initiatives being pursued by the 

University with a view to making your stay here more beneficial.  Management 

has developed a programme for the acquisition of modern equipment for the 

various units of the University undertaking scientific research.  It is proposed to 

acquire a GC Mass Spectrophotometer to be housed at a central place and 

available to graduate students and other researchers.  It is also proposed to set 

up a nitrogen plant for the use of Legon scientists. The total budget for the 

purchase of new equipment is  $2.5 million. 

 

Towards the modernization and improved efficiency in service delivery at the 

University of Ghana, the University proposes to undertake a number of projects 

and business ventures aimed primarily at providing improved services to its 

community and at generating significant income for the University. The 

University is going to partner with private investors to undertake the following 

projects: 

Development of the Sports Stadium  

Development of asphalted Toll-Roads and Car Parks  

Development of a Public Transport system 

Development of a Shopping Arcade  

Development of Staff Housing 

Development of a Modern Private Hospital  

Development of Medical Diagnostic Centre  
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Rehabilitation of catering services at the halls   

As many as seventy-six companies/individuals have expressed interest in 

partnering with the University to develop the above projects.   

 

The University of Ghana is in the process of re-examining the collegiate system 

as it currently exists and is developing a suitable collegiate model for the 

University. Management of the University of Ghana proposes the adoption 

and/or creation of four colleges, namely: 

1. College of Health Sciences  

2. College of Basic and Applied Sciences 

3. College of Humanities 

4. College of Education 

Committees have been set up to work on the structures for the proposed 

colleges. 

 

FINANCIAL AID 

 

In 2005, the University instituted a process to assist students to significantly 

reduce or eliminate financial barriers that might limit their access to education 

here. Through the Students Financial Aid Office, financial assistance is 

provided to qualified students who, without such assistance, may not be able to 

meet their educational expenses at Legon. This aid is available in the form of 

scholarships, either in full or in part. About 120 students are sponsored each 

year through the benevolence of individuals and corporate bodies. I would like 

to acknowledge sponsors for the 2011/2012 academic year and to encourage 

others to come on board. Students facing financial challenges are encouraged to 

apply for consideration for the various support schemes when they are 

advertised. The Students Financial Aid Office is located in the Alumni Building 

behind Ecobank. 
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EXCELLENCE AND DISCIPLINE 

 

As I end my address, I want to touch on how you can enjoy your stay in this 

University and leave here fulfilled. As you begin your studies at the University 

of Ghana, I want to encourage you to strive for excellence. Excellence does not 

come from spending 24 hours a day in the library. Neither does it come from 

spending 12 hours a day on religion, including 4 hours every evening at the 

Sarbah field and all night sessions in bushes around the campus. Spending all 

your time on entertainment by devoting all your energies to organising hall 

week and other events is not going to lead to excellence.  

 

In an institution like ours, students achieve excellence by having the right 

balance. The amount of time you spend on your books has to be balanced with 

social engagements and other forms of social learning. You must know how to 

develop critical thinking and be analytical, not simply repeating what others 

have said. While you must question received wisdom, this must be done in a 

refined way. There is nothing wrong with being religious, and we all are. But do 

not let religion become an excuse for not engaging your minds intellectually. I 

will encourage you to be more open-minded and less fundamentalist about 

religion.  

    

Education comes with responsibility.  Those of you, who are fortunate enough 

to have been admitted to study at the University of Ghana, have an obligation to 

use your education for the benefit of others. We believe that each of you must 

become an active citizen of this community and every community that you will 

be part of in future.  
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CONCLUSION 

Your primary aim for coming here is to study and I urge you to channel your 

energies in that direction. Remember that you were admitted to the University 

as an individual and you will graduate as an individual. You are therefore solely 

responsible for all your actions. 

 

In the course of time, you will encounter new experiences.  New relationships 

are going to be formed, some of which may be life-long.  By all means enjoy 

them but remain focused.  

 

My dear freshmen and women let me advise you to make time to read 

University notices and and pay attention to University rules and regulations.  

That is how you will be guided on how to make the most of your time here. We 

shall be available to guide you, so long as you are willing to be guided. We will 

give you the support necessary, but only if you use the legitimate means to seek 

such support. 

 

On behalf of the Council of the University, Members of Convocation and on my 

own behalf, I would like to congratulate you on your admission and welcome 

you once again to the University of Ghana.  On our part, we will do all that is 

humanly possible to make your stay here as pleasant as possible. 

 

Enjoy your stay here; take advantage of every facility that is offered to develop 

yourself and to prepare for your future careers and lives.  I wish you well.  

 

Thank you and God bless you. 

Professor Ernest Aryeetey 

Vice Chancellor 

October 13, 2012 


